
ART. X - Parr Memorials in Kendal Parish Church
By SUSAN E. JAMES, Ph.D. (CANTAB.)

I N the south-east corner of the parish church of the Holy Trinity in Kendal stands the
Parr Chapel which is described by the Royal Commission for Historical Monuments

as being "of late fifteenth or early sixteenth century date".' This chapel is in all
probability identical to the chantry chapel of St Thomas à Becket, which originally
stood in "the old work"2 of the church, but whose altar was moved about 1475 when Sir
William Parr of Kendal (1434-1483) returned from a prolonged residence in the south
and decided to erect a suitable monument to himself and his family in the family parish
church.

In the middle of the fifteenth century, the fabric of Kendal church seems to have been
in desperate straits and work was launched to save it from further decay at about the time
of Sir William Parr's return.' Parr was a close friend and well-wisher of Edward IV
whose obsession with building is well-documented. It may have been Edward's plan for
the chapel of St George at Windsor, which was to serve in the future as the site of his
tomb, that inspired his liegeman, Parr, to undertake a like commission in Kendal.
Renewed building efforts on the church fabric presented him with both the opportunity
and the excuse to fulfil his ambition. The Parr family were the descendants and heirs of
the de Roos family of Kendal, whose last male representative, Sir Thomas de Roos
(d.139o), was in all probability responsible for the foundation of the original chantry
chapel of St Thomas à Becket in the older part of the church. When the Parrs inherited
the de Roos estates and position in Kendal, they fell heir to the chantry chapel as well.
The first three generations of Parrs seemed content to leave the chapel as it was, but Sir
William Parr had made a name for himself at court, had served as comptroller of the
royal household, had been befriended by Edward IV and had been one of only two
commoners to be elected to the Order of the Garter during the last decade of Edward's
reign. Both Parr and his descendants were extraordinarily proud of these achievements
and the signal honour of the Garter was one which Sir William was determined would be
remembered by future generations. Parr was resident in Kendal more or less perman-
ently between 1475 and 1483 and it is almost certainly during these eight years that he
commissioned the construction of the new St Thomas à Becket chantry chapel, moving
the original de Roos altar from its former location into his new work. The identification
of the St Thomas à Becket chantry with Parr's new construction is reinforced by the fact
that Alan Shepherd, chaplain of the Becket chapel, served as a Parr trustee as did
Christopher Godmonde, kinsman to Henry Godmonde, Shepherd's predecessor as
chaplain. 4 Originally the chantry apparently extended one bay further to the west and
must at the time have been the most impressive chapel in the church. 5

Sir William Parr's table tomb of dark limestone or marble' now rests at the north-west
corner of the chapel, probably diagonally across from its original position. Although it
was moved to its present location from a place against the south wall,' it seems to have
been originally designed to stand in the south-east corner. As the tomb is now oriented,
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its north and east ends are unfaced with the fine limestone that covers its top, west and
south faces, leading to the conclusion that the two unfaced sides originally stood against
walls, probably those which form the angle of the south-east corner of the present
chapel. As the chapel is nineteen feet wide, it would have allowed for the (albeit close)
placement of tomb and altar against the eastern wall if the original de Roos altar were of
moderate size.

Sir William Parr's tomb is an interesting one. It is the earliest Parr memorial still
extant. The tomb box measures 75 inches long by 41 inches wide by 31.5 inches high (to
the top of the lid). Across the top of the lid, the measurements are 77 inches by 42.5
inches. This makes the length of the actual burial box six feet three inches long, which
seems to indicate that Sir William Parr was a tall man for his time as indeed was his royal
master, Edward IV, who, himself, stood six feet four inches. This assessment of Sir
William's height is further substantiated by the fact that Parr was chosen to represent the
man-at-arms at Edward's funeral and appeared in full armour, a position likely to have
been relegated to a tall and imposing knight in order to symbolize the manly dignity and
bearing of the late king's followers.

The badges on Parr's tomb represent the family shields-of-arms of Parr, Fitz-Hugh,
de Roos and Marmion. The shield-of-arms on the west end is encircled by the Garter and
its motto, "Honi soit qui mal y pense". These two sets of shields provide definite evidence
that the tomb is indeed Sir William's. Fitz-Hugh and Marmion, the shields-of-arms of
Parr's second wife, Elizabeth Fitz-Hugh, appear on the tomb. In addition, Sir William
was the only male Parr, prior to 15438, to be elected to the Order of the Garter. The
less-than-perfect quality of the carving of the shields-of-arms might imply a dearth of
competent craftsmen in the area or, far more likely, indicate the fact that the work was
completed after Parr's death in late 1483 with none but stewards to oversee its
completion. In that politically tempestuous year, Parr's wife and children were living in
the south and his servants in Kendal were probably more concerned to see their late
master safely buried in his new chapel than they were with the artistic aesthetics of his
tomb.

At his own death in November 1517, Sir William's son, Sir Thomas Parr (1478-1517),
left a generous bequest in his will to the family chantry chapel in Kendal.' In addition to
a gilt cross of the value of forty marks to be given to the Kendal parish church, Sir
Thomas bestowed upon his chantry chapel "one hundred marks as mine executors shall
think most convenient." It appears that with the hundred marks, Parr's four executors
(Maud Green, his wife; William Parr, his brother; Dr Melton, his chaplain; and
Cuthbert Tunstall, Master of the Rolls and Bishop of London, and Parr's cousin)
decided to put a new roof over the chapel and insert a painted glass window in Sir
Thomas' memory. In 1823, Thomas Dunham Whitaker described the roof as "a
wainscot ceiling of early 1500 resembling that of the nave and high choir, having roses at
the intersections of the rafters, and armorial shields of the Parrs, with their great
alliances ." 1 °

That this roof, which would have been erected about 1518-1520, postdates Sir
Thomas' marriage (c. 1508/9) and was probably paid for from his bequest, is shown by
the presence of his wife's armorial shields — Green and Maplethorpe — quartered by Parr
in Whitaker's description.

Although the history of Sir Thomas' memorial window, his second presentation to the
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family chantry, is clear, its description is somewhat confused. The window was let into
the south wall of the chantry, once again about 1518, and remained there until its
destruction in the Civil War of the mid-seventeenth century. The earliest extant
description of this window is that of Sir Daniel Fleming in 1671, after the window had
been destroyed but was remembered by many of the older church parishioners still
living. " ... in ye glass window over it [Sir William Parr's tomb], was written (till ye late
Sacrilegious and Rebellious times utterly demolished it), `Pray for ye Soul of Syr Thomas
Par Knight, Who was Squire of ye Body to Henry the eight' ." 11 In 1777, Joseph
Nicolson and Richard Burn repeated Fleming's original description of the window with
the added comment that, "most probably, that inscription was in memory only of his
having caused that window to be made of painted glass. These windows were of
considerable expence: And they who caused them to be put up, were solicitous
oftentimes of having not only their names but their arms also painted thereon." 12

Nearly fifty years later, the description of the window changed substantially. In 1823,
Thomas Whitaker got hold of a document which apparently dated from 1628 and which
described an elaborate Parr tomb and memorial window that he assumed had once stood
in the Parr Chapel, although none of his predecessors had made any mention of either.
Whitaker quotes this since vanished document: "On a tomb, a man in armour kneeling;
on his breast, argent two bars azure, without a bordure sable for Parr. On his wife's
breast, quarterly first and fourth azure, three stags trippant or for Green; second and
third gules, a chevron between three crosses botony or, on a chief a lion passant argent
for Maplethorpe. About it was written, `Pray for the soul of Thomas Par, knight of the
king's body, Henry the eighth, master of his wardes ... and ... sher(iff) ... who
deceased the 11th day of November in the 9th year of the reign of our said sovereign lord
at London, in the ... (Black)Fryers, as his tomb doth record'." Whitaker continues:
"In the east window of the south aisle were these arms: quarterly first and fourth, Parr,
without the bordure, a crescent for difference; second and third or, three waterbougets
sable, for Roos. Over them was inscribed, Arma. Will. Par militas." Later writers, such
as Agnes Strickland, who quoted Whitaker in 1842, 13 have picked up Whitaker's
descriptions of tomb and monument and carried them forward as fact. Were there then
two Parr tombs and two memorial windows in the chapel, and if so, why did Daniel
Fleming neglect to describe them all?

What apparently seems to have been the case is that there was ever only one Parr tomb
at Kendal, Sir William Parr's of 1483. What Whitaker apparently found was a document
describing not Sir Thomas' memorial in Kendal but his monument at St Anne's,
Blackfriars, in London, where he and his wife, Maud Green, were both buried. 14 The
tomb was destroyed with the destruction of the church which housed it in the early years
of the Dissolution but a drawing of it still exists, 15 and it admirably fits the description in
Whitaker's lost document. The inscription on the tomb no doubt ended with the word
"Fryers", and the final phrase, "as his tomb doth record", was a descriptive comment by
the author of the document and not a phrase actually carved on the tomb itself.

This leaves the question of windows, particularly Whitaker's lost east window in the
south aisle commemorating the first Parr of Kendal, "Arma. Will. Par militas", showing
the shields-of-arms of Parr and de Roos. Although Whitaker's description covers only
the arms of Parr and de Roos, Edward Bellasis in his Westmorland Church Notes, written
some years later and claiming to follow Whitaker, has added to Whitaker's description of
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the William Parr window, "3, ar. 3 chevronels interlaced and chief or (Fitzhugh). "16

This allows several possibilities:
(a) Whitaker copied the document correctly and the window described was a memorial to
Sir William Parr (c. 1350-1404). This is unlikely since the chapel itself was not built
until some seventy years later and any window then added would certainly have included
later family armorial achievements.
(b) Whitaker's window, like Whitaker's Parr tomb, was actually installed in St Anne's,
Blackfriars, and was probably meant to memorialize the second Sir William Parr, the one
buried at Kendal. Although there is no known connection between this Sir William and
St Anne's, this explanation is not impossible but seems highly unlikely.
(c) Bellasis has it right and there was once a memorial window to Sir William Parr
( 1 434-1483) above his tomb in the Parr Chapel.
(d) Neither author is correct and a spurious William Parr window has been confused
with a genuine Thomas Parr window and misremembered as belonging to another family
member. In any event, it is possible that if a William Parr window once existed, it was
destroyed prior to 1517 and the Thomas Parr window replaced it, since this seems to be
the window still current in living memory at the time Daniel Fleming was making his
notes on Kendal parish church.

Sir Thomas Parr was particularly unfortunate in the survivability of his monuments.
His tomb disappeared less than twenty years after it was built and his memorial window
was shattered by the pike-staffs of Puritan rebels a hundred years later. The Dissolution
took the gilt cross he bequeathed to Kendal church and the elegant wainscotted roof
ordered by his executors vanished in the 1850 -2 church restoration. The chantry chapel
of St Thomas à Becket, endowed to pray for the souls of the extended family of de Roos
and Parr, was an extraordinarily rich chantry that in 1548 could afford to pay its chaplain
a stipend of £6. 13s. 4d. a year when the average was £4 and less. 17 But between the
construction of Sir Thomas Parr's memorials about 1518 and the extinction of the Parr
family in 1571, there is no further evidence of any new Parr monuments. With the
suppression of the chantries, the Parr chapel ceased its original intended function but
continued in service as a place of worship. The last of the Parrs, William, Marquess of
Northampton, maintained an interest in the lands whose incomes had formerly
supported the chantry and its chaplains, and collected their rents for his personal use as
late as 1554. All that is left today in the way of ancient Parr monuments is the table tomb
of Sir William Parr, K.G., polished smooth with the patina of the years.
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